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22 Questions For Anyone Who Wants A Happier Marriage
22 questions that can lead to major improvements in one's marriage relationship...
It is a fact that if a person truly wants to enjoy improvements in their life and in their marriage, they must make
positive shifts in their way of thinking and operating.

But, before that can happen, they must become aware of what shifts they need to make. And sometimes, all a
person needs is a few simple questions...questions that help them see themselves in a new and diﬀerent way...and
then they are able to make the shifts that produce MAJOR improvements in their life.

Knowing this, consider these questions in relation to you, your spouse, and your marriage:

1. Whose eﬀorts do I depend upon to get what I want?
2. Do I need my spouse in order to get what I want?
3. Is the satisfaction and fulﬁllment that I desire dependent upon my spouse?
4. Is my physical, ﬁnancial, intellectual, emotional, or spiritual well-being tied to my spouse?
5. Do I believe my spouse is obligated to take care of me?
6. Is it my belief that my spouse should come through for me when I want something...without any eﬀort on my
part?
7. Do I blame my spouse for the results, conditions, and circumstances in my life?
8. Do I require the support of others...which gives them license to control me?
9. Who does my thinking for me?
10. Who drives my actions? Do I act of my own volition...or am I acted upon by others?
11. Who do I get my direction from?
12. Who do I expect to validate me?
13. Who is it that I primarily rely upon?
14. How cooperative with others am I?
15. How clear am I on what I want out of my marriage?
16. How clear am I on what my spouse wants out of our marriage?
17. How clear am I on what my spouse and I want together out of our marriage?
18. Do I consider my spouse's talents and abilities to be threats or allies?
19. Am I a person of integrity, power, strength, and courage?
20. Does my behavior indicate a belief that I must manipulate people into giving me what I want?
21. Does my mode of operation reveal a belief that I must use available "assets" as leverage...as weapons...to get
what I want?
22. How much energy do I give to my spouses weaknesses, failures, and ﬂaws?

Here's an eye-opening exercise you can try; on a piece of paper, write down the major frustrations you are
experiencing in your marriage. Then, reference each frustration against these 22 questions.

What did you ﬁnd out?
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Would you like to zap away everything that's unhappy and unpleasant from your marriage? Would you like to start
afresh and anew...remaking your marriage into the wonderful relationship it's supposed to be? Would you like to
get the marriage you thought you were getting when you ﬁrst got married? Whether you need a marriage tune-up,
a marriage makeover, or a marriage miracle, and especially, if you've sought marriage counseling or marriage help
before and it didn't work, go here: www.HusbandWifeHelp.com
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